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Abstract

It is shown that non-returning parallel communicating grammar systems with �-free context-
free components can generate any recursively enumerable language. Since it was proven that
such systems can be simulated by returning PC grammar systems with context-free components,
the result extends to those. c© 2000 Elsevier Science B.V. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction

The parallel communicating grammar systems (PC grammar systems, for short) were
introduced in [11], as a grammatical model of parallel computing. Informally speaking,
such a system consists of several usual grammars working synchronously, each of
them on its sentential form, and communicating on request: special query symbols are
provided pointing to components of the system; when a query symbol is introduced,
it has to be replaced by the current sentential form identi�ed by it. The language
generated by a designated component of the system (the master) by means of such
synchronized rewriting steps and communication steps is the language of the system.
Several papers were devoted to the study of PC grammar systems; references can be

found in [2, 4]. Still, a basic question concerning the power of PC grammar systems
is open: how large is the family of languages generated by context-free PC grammar
systems in comparison with the families of context-sensitive and of recursively enu-
merable languages? The question was answered only for PC grammar systems with
linear components [1]: they generate context-sensitive languages.
We settle here the question by proving that for any recursively enumerable language

L there is a non-returning PC grammar systems with �-free context-free components
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which generates L. Recently, in [7], the register machine approach (of which we make
an account at the end of this paper) was used to obtain that returning PC grammar
systems are computationally complete, even if we restrict the number of components
to 11. We found out this through [10].
The result heavily relies on the following result of Matijasevi�c [9], who gave a

negative answer to the Hilbert’s tenth problem:

Theorem 1 (Matijasevi�c [9]). Let A⊆N be a recursively enumerable set. Then there
exist n; m∈N and the polynomials P1; : : : ; Pm ∈Z[Y; X1; : : : ; Xn] such that

y∈A⇔∃x1; : : : ; xn ∈N s.t. Pi(y; x1; : : : ; xn)= 0; 16i6m: (1)

Our construction does not use �-productions, therefore we will suppose � =∈L (in
that case we simply add the production S1→ � to the master component of the system
constructed below).
For a more detailed description of the parallel communicating grammar systems, see

[2, 4]. Here only the de�nition of a non-returning system is given, in order to make
the exposition self-contained.
Let n¿2, let T = {a1; a2; : : : ; ak} be the set of terminals, N 6= ∅ be the set of non-

terminals and K = {Q1; : : : ; Qn} be the set of query symbols, such that N is disjoint
from T and K . Let V =T ∪N ∪K and �=T ∪N . Suppose moreover that N 3 Si for
all 16i6n. Let Pi⊆�∗N�∗ ×V∗ be �nite sets (the sets of productions). “x→y in
Gi” is the usual way to say that (x; y)∈Pi.
Then the (n+ 3)-tuple

�=(N; K; T; (P1; S1); : : : ; (Pn; Sn));

is a PC grammar system with n components.
If all Pi are contained in N ×V∗ then we say that the system has context-free

components.
A con�guration of � is an n-tuple (x1; : : : ; xn)∈ (V∗)n.
On the set of con�gurations we de�ne the relation ⇒nr of non-returning derivation.

We have (x1; : : : ; xn)⇒nr (y1; : : : ; yn) if and only if one of the following holds:
1. xi ∈�∗ for all 16i6n, and for each i, either

• xi= �i�ii and yi= �i�ii, with (�i; �i)∈Pi, or
• xi=yi ∈T∗.

2. There is an i such that xi contains query symbols. Then for each such i we write
xi= z1Qi1z2Qi2 : : : ztiQiti zti+1, with zj ∈�∗; 16j6ti +1. If xij ∈�∗ for any 16j6ti,
then yi= z1xi1z2xi2 : : : ztxit zt+1. Otherwise (as well as if xi ∈ (T ∪N )∗) yi= xi.
If the �rst point above holds, we say we have a rewriting derivation step, if the

second holds, we have a communication derivation step.
Denote by ⇒∗

nr the transitive closure of the relation ⇒nr . The language generated
by the system � above in non-returning mode is

Lnr(�)= {w1 ∈T∗ | ∃w2; : : : ; wn ∈V∗ s.t. (S1; : : : ; Sn)⇒∗
nr (w1; : : : ; wn)}
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So, the components of a PC grammar system carry their derivation in parallel. At the
apparition of query symbols, the derivations are interrupted and a number of communi-
cation steps take place. If the system reaches a con�guration free of query symbols, the
rewriting derivation resumes. The �rst grammar plays a special role, it is the grammar
which produces the output. We call it the master.
Conventions and notations. The capitals denote non-terminals and lower case let-

ters denote terminals or words. We will shorten the notation for productions writing
A→B→C : : : instead of A→B; B→C : : :
The notation |u| stands for the length of the word u and for the cardinality of the

set u; whether u is a word or a set will be clear from context.
The term derivation will be overloaded in two ways: we use it as well for the

system as for the components; it will mean also a sequence of derivations (thereby
called steps). We call a successful derivation in a system � a derivation of the starting
con�guration of the system, which ends with a terminal word in the master component.
The notation A

p→ z; z ∈V∗, will mean that z linearly derives from A in p steps,
with p¿2. Rigorously, there are p − 1 nonterminals Ci, 16i6p − 1, not speci�ed
in the text, and p productions A→C1→C2→ · · · →Cp−1→ z such that these are the
only productions that involve Ci.
We will consider only con�gurations of the PC grammar system which are free of

query symbols. That is, after any rewriting step, we perform all the communication
steps, and consider all this as a single step. The time will therefore mean the number
of rewriting derivations done since the beginning of the derivation. This is consistent
because a component which does not perform communication steps will interrupt the
derivation every time some other component performs a communication step.
The content, also called state, of a component Gi at the moment t is the ith compo-

nent of the con�guration of the system after t rewriting derivations, after the completion
of the communication steps. Therefore, the content of Gi at time t will contain no query
symbols. We denote it by [Gi]t .
A stable state of a grammar Gi is a word x∈�∗ such that x derives to x in one step

in Gi and no other word can be derived from x. In other words, the only non-terminals
of x which are derivable in Gi derive only in themselves, and there is at least one such
non-terminal in x (or there is no non-terminal at all). Clearly, if [Gi]t = x is a stable
state, then [Gi]s= x for every s¿t.
Instead of the usual notation G1; : : : ; Gn, we will use various objects as subscripts

for the components, in particular numbers, symbols (letters) and pairs of them, and
sometimes primes. The same subscripts apply to the starting nonterminals (S) and to
the query symbols (Q). We reserve the subscript 1 for the master. The superscripts
will always mean powers: w0 = �; wi+1 =wiw.

2. Preliminary results

We will state two results which will be used in conjunction with Theorem 1.
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Lemma 1. Let k ∈N; k¿2; and let {bi}i¿0 be a sequence of natural numbers such
that b0¿0 and bl+1¿kbl for any l¿0. Then the function

F :N 7→N;
p∑
l=0
dlkl→ 1 +

p∑
l=0
dlbl; where dl ∈{1; : : : ; k} (2)

is injective. If moreover the application i→ bi is recursive; then for every recursively
enumerable set B⊆N the set F(B) is recursively enumerable.

Remark. Representing integers in basis k with digits from 1 to k (instead of digits
from 0 to k − 1) has the advantage that the mapping

{a1; : : : ; ak}∗ 3w= adpadp−1 : : : ad0 7→
p∑
l=0
dlkl ∈N

is a bijection. It provides a natural correspondence between recursively enumerable
languages and recursively enumerable sets of natural numbers [2]. Using this fact we
will identify in the sequel N with T∗. We will keep the notation F for the function
(2) acting on T∗.

Proof of Lemma 1. It is easy to see by induction that bs¿ks−tbt¿0 for any s¿t¿0.
Take two arbitrary di�erent words u= adpadp−1 : : : ad0 and v= aeqaeq−1 : : : ae0 in T

∗.
We may suppose that the number represented by u is greater than the number rep-

resented by v (i.e., p¿q or p= q and u is greater than v lexicographically). Make the
convention that es=0 for q¡s6p. De�ne the index

r=

{
max{a6p |da 6= ea} if p= q;

q+ 1 if p¿q:
(3)

Then dr¿er and dj¿ej for j¿r. We can write:

F(u)− F(v) = 1 +
p∑
l=0
dlbl −

(
1 +

q∑
j=0
ejbj

)

=
r−1∑
l=0
(dl − el)bl +

p∑
r
(dl − el)bl

¿
r−1∑
l=0
(1− k)bl + (dr − er)br

¿ (1− k)
r−1∑
l=0
kl−rbr + br

= (1− k)br 1− k
−r

k − 1 + br¿0:
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For the second assertion of Lemma 1, we use the fact that the recursively enumerable
sets are exactly those which are the range of a partial recursive function. (See Theo-
rem 7.2.7 in [3].) Then we use the fact that the composition of two partial recursive
functions is a partial recursive function (Theorem 2.3.1 in [3]).

Another ingredient to our construction is the representation of the computation of a
polynomial as a directed graph. The suggestive name for it would be arithmetic circuit,
by analogy to the boolean (feed-forward) circuits. Each node of the graph corresponds
to an elementary operation: sum (+), multiplication (×), or multiplication by an integer
j(× j). We found convenient to state this as a lemma. We denote by in(v) the in-degree
of the vertex v, and by out(v) its out-degree. We say that v1 is a predecessor of v2
if (v1; v2) is an edge of the graph; v1 is an ancestor of v2 if there is a directed path
from v1 to v2.

Lemma 2. Let P ∈Z[Y; X1; : : : ; Xn] be a polynomial with positive coe�cients. Then
there is a �nite directed graph 
P =(VP; EP); EP ⊆VP ×VP; and a labeling of the
vertices VP

l→ {Y; X1; : : : ; Xn}∪ {+;×}∪{×j | j∈N∗} with the following properties:
(i) 
P contains no circuit (closed directed path).
(ii) For each 16i6n there is exactly one v∈VP with l(v)=Xi and exactly one with

l(v)=Y; and for those v; we have in(v)= 0.
(iii) There is exactly one vertex v with out(v)= 0; let us denote it by vP.
(iv) Each node labeled with + or × has in-degree two and if l(v)∈{× j}; then

in(v)= 1.
(v) For any v such that l(v)∈{+;×}; its two predecessors are not ancestors of each

other.
(vi) If we assign to each of the vertices labeled Xi the value xi ∈Z; to the node

labeled Y; the value y and to each vertex v labeled with an operation the value
• y1 + y2; if l(v)=+; (v1; v); (v2; v)∈EP and the value assigned to vi is yi;
i=1; 2;

• y1y2; if l(v)=×; (v1; v); (v2; v)∈EP and the value assigned to vi is yi; i=1; 2;
• jy1; if l(v)=× j; (v1; v)∈EP and the value assigned to v1 is y1;
then the value assigned to vP is P(y; x1; : : : ; xn).

Remarks. From condition (i) and the �niteness of 
P it results that the assignment
at (vi) is possible and uniquely de�ned. The condition (v) is imposed for technical
reasons.

Proof of Lemma 2. Any polynomial is a sum of monomials and any monomial is a
product of Y and Xi’s multiplied by a positive integer. Sums and products are decom-
posed as iterated binary operations. To avoid binary operations with the same �rst and
second operand (e.g., when computing X 21 ) we duplicate one of them via × 1 vertices
(see below). In this way we obtain a graph which satis�es all the conditions of the
lemma, except (v). If there are vertices v with predecessors v1; v2, such that v1 is an
ancestor of v2, then we introduce a new vertex v′1 labeled × 1, we remove the edge
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(v1; v) and add the edges (v1; v′1) and (v
′
1; v). So, v

′
1 has only the role to repeat its input,

and it is no longer an ancestor of v2. Repeating this operation as long as needed, we
obtain the desired 
P .

3. Main result

3.1. Idea of the construction

We will generate an arbitrary word w and a unary encoding of it, CF(w)y (F is
constructed using Lemma 1; we denote F(w) by y). Applying Theorem 1 to the
recursively enumerable set A= {F(w) |w∈L} we obtain m polynomials {Pi}16i6m
such that (1) holds. We write each polynomial Pi as a di�erence Pi=Qi − Ri, such
that Qi and Ri have positive coe�cients. We generate randomly in n grammars the n
variables xi (in unary form Cxix; i).
Then we use Lemma 2 and grammars which do addition, multiplication, and mul-

tiplication by a constant (all the computations in basis one) to obtain the values of
Qi(y; x1; : : : ; xn) and Ri(y; x1; : : : ; xn), for 16i6m. Finally, we compare these two val-
ues and by a system of switches (see below), we generate w in G1 only if equality
holds for all i.

3.2. Outline of the system

We divide the components of the system we want to construct in three classes.
1. Codi�cation in basis 1. One component Gw of this subsystem will contain, af-
ter a certain time, a transcription ŵ∈N∗ of the word to be accepted (such that
h(ŵ)=w, where w is the word to be accepted and h is the morphism de�ned by
h(A′i)= h(Bi)= ai for i=1; : : : ; k). Another component Gy will carry C

F(w)
y , where

F is an injective recursive function from T∗ (identi�ed with the set N of natural
numbers) to N. The function F is constructed as in Lemma 1, {bl}l¿0 being a
subsequence of the Fibonacci sequence, which is constructed in two grammars Gc;1
and Gc;2.

2. Arithmetic components. These are the components {G�}�∈M in which a stable state
Cz�� is reached in every successful derivation of the system. Their role is either
• to do computations (additions, multiplications, and multiplications with scalars)
using as input the �nal (stable) content of other arithmetic components, or

• to generate Cxix; i in an arbitrary manner.
3. Comparison subsystems. There are m of them, one for each pair (Qi; Ri). Each of
them consists of six grammars, one of which is a switch. A switch is a grammar with
productions of the form S→ S→H→H . It waits in its initial state and then may
switch to another state which lasts forever. If the switch in the i-th comparison sub-
system passes to its stable state, but the equality Qi(y; x1; : : : ; xn)=Ri(y; x1; : : : ; xn)
does not hold, then one of the components is blocked. The value of the two polyno-
mials is provided by two arithmetic components. When all of switches pass to their
stable state, the master is allowed to feed the word ŵ from Gw and to transform it
in w, the accepted word.
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3.3. Proof of the main result

1. Codi�cation. Two counting units:

Gc;1: Sc;1→CyR1; R1→R2→Qc;2;

Gc;2: Sc;2→R1→Qc;1; R2→R1:

A unit which provides the current digit (Ai) and a terminating digit (Bi):

Gd : Sd→Ai; Sd→Bi; Ai→Aj; Ai→Bj; Bi→Bi; for i; j∈{1; : : : ; k}:
The unit which will carry a homomorphic pre-image (ŵ) of the recognized word w

(p¿1 will be constructed later):

Gw : Sw
2p→ Qd; Ai

2p→ QdA′i ; Bi→Bi; for 16i6k:

The unit which will carry the integer y, the unary encoding of w:

G′
y : S

′
y→Ty

2p−1−→ Qd; Ai→Qic;2Ty; Bi→Qic;2W;W →W; for 16i6k:

We need also a unit Gy in which the word containing the unary encoding of y is
cleaned of symbols R1 and W . This is impossible in G′

y because of the synchronization
needed there.

Gy : Sy→ Sy→Q′
y; R1→Cy;W →Cy:

The grammars Gc; i with i=1; 2 work in a deterministic manner, i.e., at every moment
there is exactly one production which can be applied.

Assertion 1. At the moment t=2�¿0 the contents of Gc; i are

[Gc;1]2�=Cf2�−1
y R2; [Gc;2]2�=Cf2�y R2:

Here {fi}i¿0 is the sequence of Fibonacci, de�ned by
f0 = 0; f1 = 1; fi+2 =fi + fi+1 for i¿0:

Indeed, we have

t=0 t=1 t=2

Sc;1 → CyR1 → CyR2

Sc;2 → R1 → Q1 → CyR2

and the equality holds for �=1. Supposing that the equality holds for �= j¿1 we
have also equality for �= j + 2:

t=2j t=2j + 1 t=2j + 2

Cf2j−1
y R2 → Cf2j−1

y Qc;2 → Cf2j−1+f2j
y R1 → Cf2j+1y R2

Cf2jy R2 → Cf2jy R1 → Cf2jy Qc;1 → Cf2j+2y R2:
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Now it is clear that fi+2 + 1¿2(fi + 1) for i¿2 (equality for i=2; 3 and then
induction). It follows that for p¿ log2 k (¿1) the sequence

bi :=f2p(i+1) + 1; i¿0 (4)

satis�es the hypothesis of Lemma 1. Let us choose such a p and �x it for the rest of
the paper. By the proof of Assertion 1 we have

|[Gc;2]2p(l+1)+1|= |Cf2p(l+1)y R1|= bl for l¿1: (5)

Assertion 2. If Gy reaches the content C
y
y then at that time Gw has the content

ŵ∈{A′i ; Bi | 16i6k}+; such that y=F(h(ŵ)). Conversely; for each w∈T+ there is
a derivation which reaches the content ŵ for Gw and C

y
y for Gy; such that h(ŵ)=w

and F(w)=y.

To prove this observe that Gw and G′
y have quasi-deterministic derivations, in the

sense that their derivations are completely determined by the derivation carried by Gd.
Moreover, both of them query Gd at moments of time multiple of 2p and greater
than 0. This is clear in Gw; in G′

y one step is consumed by the derivation of S
′
y (or,

the derivation of Ai, in the next cycles) and then the derivation Ty
2p−1−→ Qd takes 2p−1

steps.
If at time t=2p(l+ 1), l¿0, the content of Gd is Adl then A

′
dl will be the l+ 1th

letter (from right to left) of the �nal (stable) content ŵ of Gw. It is obtained after
another 2p steps, applying the productions Adl

2p→ QdA′dl . Correspondingly, in G
′
y will

be queried Adl at the moment 2p(l+ 1) and at the next moment, the content of Gc;2,
dl times. By the relation (5), this corresponds to increasing the length of the content
of G′

y by dlbl. It is clear that Gy can reach a content in {Cy}∗ only after Gd reaches a
stable state Bdq since otherwise, one of Ty, Ai or the auxiliary non-terminals in the rule

Ty
2p−1−→ Qd will be always present in the content of G′

y and these non-terminals cannot
be derived in Gy. When at moment t=2p(q + 1) Gd reaches the state Bdq , both Gw
and G′

y reach stable states (the �rst, at the same moment, the second, after one step),
and |[G′

y]|=F(h(ŵ)), the residual nonterminal W being responsible for the “1” added
in formula (2). In Gy the nonterminals R1 and W are transformed into Cy such that
the word will contain a single nonterminal.

Arithmetic computations. We describe the four types of components.
Generators of xi:

Gx; i: Sx; i→Cx; iSx; i; Sx; i→Cx; i→Cx; i:

For units which carry arithmetic operations, we will use the indices �; �; ; : : :. They
belong to the set

M =

(
m⋃
j=1
VQj ∪VRj

)∖
{v | l(v)∈{Y; Xi}}; (6)
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where in the sense of Lemma 2, 
Qi =(VQi ; EQi) and 
Ri =(VRi ; ERi) are the graphs
(with disjoint sets of vertices) which compute Qi; Ri, for 16i6m, and Pi=Qi − Ri.
Each arithmetic grammar G� will query the grammars G� such that � is predecessor
of � in some 
Qi or 
Ri . If � has predecessors labeled Y or Xi, then G� will query
Gy or the corresponding Gx; i. For simplicity, let 
 be the directed graph obtained by
taking the union of the vertices of the above graphs, but identifying for each 16i6m
the vertices labeled Xi and also those labeled Y (we denote them by (x; i) and y,
respectively). The set of edges is obtained taking all the edges of 
Qi ; 
Ri . In this
graph the vertices are V
=M ∪{y; (x; i) | 16i6n}. For each �∈M we denote m(�)
(mother) and f(�) (father) the predecessors of � (the order does not matter). These
are di�erent if l(�)∈{+;×} and they coincide if l(�)=× j.

G�: S�→Qm(�)Qf(�); Cm(�)→C�; Cf(�)→C� if l(�)=+;

S�→Qm(�); Cm(�)→Qf(�); Cf(�)→C� if l(�)=×;
S�→Qjm(�); Cm(�)→C� if l(�)= × j:

Recall that the vertices which are not predecessors in 
 were denoted by vQi ; vRi ,
and by an assignment as in the point (vi) of Lemma 2 are assigned the value of the
corresponding polynomials.
Now it is clear that a grammar G� with, e.g., l(�)= + can reach the content

Czm(�)+zf(�)� if Gm(�) has reached the state C
zm(�)
m(�) and Gf(�) has reached the state C

zf(�)
f(�).

The same holds for “×” and “×j”-labeled indices. The problem is that the content of
G� may contain a mixture of C� and S� for all the ancestors � of �. For every �∈V

we de�ne the polynomial

P�=




Y if �=y;
Xi if �=(x; i); 16i6n;
Pm(�) + Pf(�) if l(�)=+;
Pm(�)×Pf(�) if l(�)=×;
jPm(�) if l(�)=× j; j∈N:

We will call a state of the component G� clean if it belongs to {C�}+. Obviously
a clean state is stable. We can prove inductively that if an arithmetic component G�
reaches a clean state Cz�� then at that moment all its ancestors have reached clean
states. Moreover, we have z�=P�(y; x1; : : : ; xn), where for all i such that P� depends
e�ectively on Xi, the content of Gx; i is C

xi
x; i (and [Gy] =C

y
y if P� depends e�ectively

on on y). It is enough to prove that if G� is in a clean state then its predecessors are
in clean states. Indeed, G� can reach a clean state only if it queries Gm(�) and Gf(�).
Or, if these grammars contain any non-terminal di�erent from Cm(�) and Cf(�), this
non-terminal cannot be derived in G� and G� would not reach a clean state. The only
possibility for the contents of Gm(�) and Gf(�) to have non-clean contents is that Gm(�)
contains Cf(�) (or vice-versa). Or this is not possible since by Lemma 2(v), m(�); f(�)
are not ancestors of each other. We have proved
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Assertion 3. If GvQi ; GvRi ; 16i6m; reach clean states; then their states are C
Qi(y; x1 ;:::; xn)
vQi

and GRi(y; x1 ;:::; xn)vRi respectively; where xi are natural positive numbers such that C
xi
x; i are

the contents of Gx; i; and the content of Gy is C
y
y . Conversely; for each n + 1-tuple

of positive natural numbers y; x1; : : : ; xn; there is a derivation which reaches C
y
y in Gy

and the above contents in GvQi ; GvRi .

Comparison sub-systems. There are 6×m grammars, Gi; j, where 16i66 and
16j6m.

G1; j: S1; j→Q3; j ; S3; j→Q3; j ; H→QvQj ; CvQj →D→W →W;

G2; j: S2; j→Q3; j ; S3; j→Q3; j ; H→QvRj ; CvRj →D→W →W;

G3; j: S3; j→ S3; j→H→H;

G4; j: S4; j→ S4; j→Q1; jQ2; j ; D→ a1;

G5; j: S5; j→Q6; j ; S6; j→Q6; j ; Ej→Q4; j

G6; j: S6; j→ S6; j→Ej→Ej: (E from Equality):

The master G1 has the following productions:

G1: S1→Q6;1; S6; j→Q6; j ; El→Q6; l+1; Em→Qw; A′i→ ai; Bi→ ai;

for every 16j6m; 16l6m− 1; and 16i6k:

Assertion 4. The grammar G6; j can enter the state Ej without causing the system
block at the next step if and only if previously GvQj and GvRj have reached clean
states and their contents have equal length.

Suppose that G6; j enters the state Ej. Then at the next step G5; j queries G4; j, since
before that, G5; j was constantly querying G6; j. But none of the non-terminals which
might exist in G4; j are derivable in G5; j. Therefore, the blocking occurs at the next step
unless the content of G4; j is in T∗. This is possible only after G4; j queries G1; j ; G2; j.
The switch G3; j waits in its initial state and then passes to the state H . Its role is

to ensure that G1; j ; G2; j, query GvQj , respectively GvRj , at the same time.
If these last grammars are not in clean states, then they contain non-terminals which

are not derivable in Gi; j, and G4; j is not able to reach a state in T∗.
Let CqjvQj ; C

rj
vRj be the contents of these grammars at the moment they are queried.

Let �t + 1 be the interval of time elapsed from the moment H �rst appears in
G3; j until G4; j queries G1; j ; G2; j. This means that in G1; j ; G2; j we apply �t derivations
to the words queried from GvQj ; GvRj (since a step is needed for the derivation of H
in G1; j ; G2; j) before they are queried by G4; j. After these derivations, the two words
should not contain CvQj or CvRj , nor W , but only D, which means that the production
CvQi →D is applied qi times in G1; i, and CvRi →D is applied ri times in G1; i. This
implies qj =�t= rj.
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Conversely, we have above a way to obtain a word in T∗ in G4; j, provided qj = rj
(The D’s are transformed into a1’s in G4; j). After this, the production S6; j→Ej can
be applied in G6; j and the derivation will not be blocked.
We are ready to prove

Theorem 2. If k¿2 and L⊆{a1; : : : ak}+ is a recursively enumerable language; then
there is a parallel communicating grammar system with context-free components;
without �-productions; which working in non-returning mode generates the language L.

Proof. Let p¿ log2 k. Then with notations (4) and (2), by Lemma 1, F is injective
and the set

0 =∈A= {F(w) |w∈L}⊆N
is recursively enumerable. Applying Theorem 1, we �nd a system of polynomials which
satisfy (1).
We may replace in (1) the set N by N\{0}. Indeed, if we replace each polynomial

Pi(Y; X1; : : : ; Xn) by the polynomial Pi(Y; X1− 1; : : : ; Xn− 1), then the new system has a
solution in (N\{0})n if and only if the original system has a solution in Nn.
Further, we write each Pi as a di�erence of polynomials with positive coe�cients

Pi=Qi − Ri.
Now by Lemma 2 we can construct 2m graphs which compute the polynomials

Qi; Ri. Then we construct all the components described above. Consider a derivation
in this system. From Assertions 2–4, we infer that the grammars G6; j, with 16j6m,
can all reach the equality states Ej if and only if the word ŵ generated in Gw satis�es
F(h(ŵ))∈A, which by the injectivity of F is equivalent to w= h(ŵ)∈L. It remains
to see that continuing the derivation, w is the only terminal word which can appear in
G1, and this is possible if and only if all the G6; j reach equality states.
The master starts querying G6;1 from the second step of the derivation. Since S6;1→

Q6;1 in G1, G1 will keep querying G6;1 as long as it remains in the starting state S6;1.
When E1 is obtained in G6;1, G1 starts querying G6;2, until it reaches also the state E2,
and so on. Hence, G1 will query the component G6; j, where j is the least index such
that G6; j has content S6; j. If some G6; j remains always in state S6; j, the derivation in
the system will continue inde�nitely and no word from T∗ will be prodcuced in G1.
If all the G6; j enter Ej-states, then after querying G6; m, G1 queries Gw and then using
the productions A′i→ ai and Bi→ ai (which correspond to the morphism h), transforms
ŵ into w and the word w is recognized.

4. Final remarks

Languages over a one letter alphabet. We did not treat the unary case, i.e., the case
k = |T |=1, because this case is simpler. Indeed, instead of A=F(L), we take A=L
(or, more precisely, A= {|w| |w∈L}), and we do all the constructions above except
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the �rst stage (codi�cation in basis one). Instead, we generate in Gy an arbitrary word
of positive length (as in Gx; i) and G1 will query this word instead of Gw, transforming
all its non-terminals in a1.
Returning systems. As mentioned earlier, in [6] it is proven that returning PC gram-

mar systems with context-free components can simulate the working of non-returning
ones (in returning PC grammar systems, a component returns to its axiom after commu-
nicating its sentential form to another component). This extends the result of Theorem 2
to returning systems. We could prove directly Theorem 2 in this case, without making
use of a weird coding (2) of the word to be recognized, but the rest of the construction
and the proof that the language accepted is the one desired are more involved.
Systems with derivation necessary in each component. In our construction an essen-

tial step is comparing the lengths of two nonterminal words. This is done by creating
a terminal word, so it uses the feature of the PC grammar systems that such words are
kept as they are while the other components continue the derivation. If we require that
a rewriting derivation (application of a production) has to be done in each component,
we obtain a (possibly) smaller class of languages. I conjecture that the systems from
this class do not generate all the RE languages.
E�ciency. It is interesting to see to what extent the PC grammar systems can be

e�ciently programmed. By “programming” we mean here designing such a system
(i.e., writing down its productions) which generates a given recursive language. Our
construction is not so e�cient, and this is because we use the construction of recursively
enumerable sets as projections of solution sets of systems of Diophantine equations. The
components of a solution (y; x1; : : : ; xn) of the system might be very big when compared,
say, to the run-time of an e�cient program which accepts the given language.
It seems possible to overcome this drawback in the case of returning systems, using

register machines. The construction would be much more complicated than the one
done in this paper. Therefore, we give here only some hints on how to emulate register
machines.
We consider automata endowed with a �nite number of registers R1; : : : ; RN which

execute programs composed of instructions of the following form:

• STOP

• increment Ri arithmetic instruction
• go to line l jump
• if Ri=Rj go to line l conditional jump.

We consider the program to accept a number y∈N if starting the execution from
line 1 with all registers set to 0, except R1 which contains y, eventually reach an
instruction STOP and halts.
It seems di�cult to obtain all the recursively enumerable languages in this way, but

the above programming language can be shown to be as powerful as, for example, that
used in [8]. We give below some ideas for constructing a returning PC grammar system
with context-free components, without �-productions, which accept a given recursively
enumerable language L.
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– Using the techniques in [6] we may suppose that some of the components of the
system work in non-returning mode.

– Use a coding F(w) of the word w in basis one, and repeat the construction which
was done in the present paper, creating a homomorphic pre-image of the word w,
denoted ŵ, in Gw and its unary encoding in GR1 . Consider a program written in
the above language which accepts exactly the recursively enumerable set F(L) and
emulate the working of a register machine executing this program.

– In one of the (non-returning) components Gc, the program counter is kept. Namely,
there is a non-terminal Al for each line l of the program. The productions reproduce
the control ow in the program (Ai→Ai+1 if on line i is an arithmetic instruc-
tion, Ai→Al if on line i is the instruction go to l, and Ai→Bi if on line i is a
conditional jump.)

– N non-returning components GRi carry the contents of the N registers in unary
representation. They execute arithmetic instructions by querying Gc.

– A sub-system will execute the comparisons, while Gc is in one of the waiting states
Bi. All its components are reset by the garbage collector Ggc when Gc enters the state
Bi. Then the components GRi and GRj are queried and a certain component enter
the state E or N depending on whether the lengths of the two words are or not
equal. This component is queried by transformers (there is one for each conditional
jump in the program) Gt; i, each of which transforms E in Al (if on line i there is
a conditional jump to line l) and N into Ai+1. Then Bi→Qt; i can be applied in Gc
in order to continue the execution of the program.

– If on line j is the instruction STOP, then the master, who constantly queries Gc from
the start of the derivation, will have the production Aj→Qw and the word ŵ will
be transformed into w in G1.

The interested reader might try to carry this construction rigorously.
Notice that even emulating this kind of programs does not bring the complexity of

a PC grammar system with context-free components too close to the complexity of an
e�cient program on a RAM machine (or Turing machine). This is because we cannot
detect the context.
Indeed, let us take a successful derivation which ends by recognizing the word w.

Let us stop the derivation at a moment t, permute (shu�e) the contents of some of
the components and then continue the derivation in the same way it was done before,
obtaining a word w̃ which is “permutedly recognized”. If these permutations does not
a�ect the word w, in particular, if we permute only components of length greater than
|w|, then w= w̃.
We see this way that the contents of “working components” (components which,

for languages with space-complexity big enough, have to carry much more informa-
tion than the word w itself) can be permuted during the derivation without a�ecting
the result. So, they work essentially in basis one. This is the reason to have the
space complexity for context-free PC grammar systems at least the exponential of the
space-complexity of a Turing machine which accepts the same language (provided it
exceeds |w|).
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